Introduction
Magnetic field studies of the cislunar geomagnetic tail have determined the predominately solar anti-solar direction of the field (Ness, 1965) , the dependence of the average field magnitude on the radial distance from the earth (Behannon, 1968; Milialov and Sonett, 1968) and from the solar magnetospheric plane (Behannon, 1970. In addition, the component of the field perpendicular to the solar magi etospheric equatorial plane has been shown to be northward most of the time but southward occasionally Behannon, 1970) .
On one unique occasion the field briefly had a component 30y southward at 13 RE near the center of the tail (Laird, 1969) . Statistical studies have shown that the tail field tends to be large during times of high Kp (Behannon and Ness, 1966; and there is further evidence from particle and field measurements that the total flux in the tail increases during magnetic storms (Ness and Williams, 1966; Williams and Ness, 1966; Sugiura et al., 1968) . Measurements in the tail (Heppner et al., 1967; Sugiura 1968) and at 6.6 RE (Cummings and Coleman, 1968) have been compared to auroral zone magnetograms yielding correlations which suggest important changes in the tail field configuration during magnetospheric substorms.
The present paper extends the observations of tail-ground correlations and discusses their significance in relation to the wide range of substorm effects that have been observed on the ground and by spacecraft. Section 2 develops a formula which is used in the-remainder of the .
paper for predicting the location of the neutral sheet. Section 3 statistically examines a large data set to define the average dependence of the tail field on spatial coordinates and ground activity. Section 4 describes the direct comparison of the tail data and ground magnetic activity. Section 5 relates the magnetic field measurements to other measurements and to theories of substorms.
Results support the concept of an expanding plasma sheet during magnetospheric substorms. The field configuration after substorms has more lines of force crossing the equatorial plane within 30 RE and thus supports the theory of field reconnection. The tall field morphology and the trapped particles bouncing on newly existing field lines agree with many other substorm observations. Extremely quiet geomagnetic conditions also correspond to a field configuration with more field linescrossing the equatorial plane in the cislunar tall region.
Location of the Neutral Sheet
In the initial phase of tits tail study a method of predicting the position of the tail neutral sheet was developed and the accuracy of the prediction assessed. Although the Z ., = 0 plane of solar magnetospheric coordinates (Xsm axis along the earth sun line, Z sm axis.in the plane formed by the dipole axis and the Xsm axis, and Y sm completing a right handed orthogonal system) is expected to be a reasonable approximation of the location of the neutral sheet, it does not consider the tip of the dipole toward or away from the solar direction whose effect is to raise or lower the neutral sheet relative to the solar magnetospheric equatorial plane Murayama ( 1966 ) suggested that the neutral sheet could be approximated by a plane parallel to the solar magnetospheric equatorial plane and attached to the geomagnetic equatorial plane 8 RE from the earth. Speiser and. Ness (1967) studied the IMP 1 neutral sheet crossings and found that 10 RE was a more suitable distance for attaching the neutral sheet. This plane can be represented by the formula Zsn = 10 sinX ss (1) where Xss is the geomagnetic latitude of the sun and Z is in emits cf earthradU. sa Russell and Brody (1967) extended the ideas of Muraysma and suggested that since the'neutral sheet was rooted near the geomagnetic equatorial plane which intersects the solar magnetospherie equatorial plane in the dawn-dusk meridian plane, the neutral sheet surface should be a curved.
malbee part of a cylinder with axis pwaillel to the solar magnetospheric X axis). They iced the position of IMP 1 and 000 1 neutral sheet crossings to choose the Aypropriste constantand suggested the farnWA -4 -ZRB = (112 -Ysm2 ) sinX,, for ^sm < 11 RE (2)
In an attempt to extend this work additional neutral sheet crossing locations were determined from the tail data of regions. The radial variation of the average field magnitude in this region is less than 3Y (Behannon,,1968; 
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This decreasing field morphology corresponds closely to the morphology for arrival of enhanced plasma and particles associated with an oxpanding plasma sheet (Hones et al., 1967, Rothwell and WallingtLn, 1963; Meng and Anderson,1970) and it is natural to associate the two. This type of behavior where the field decreases and the plasma increases whi,° ".he total energy density remains constant has previously been reported for one event (Lazarus et al., 1968) . Two contrasting states of the neutral sheet are illust:^!.ted An example of substorm morphology when the spacecraft is farther fro g the neutral sheet is presented in Figure 7 . Again the field magnitudes increase prior to and during the early phases of the substorms which peak near 12:45 and 16:45. The decreasing fields beginning near the substorm maxima are more gradual and probably do not correspond to the appearance of the plasma sheet. The further F decrease at 1$:1% however, probably corresponds to the arrival of the plasma sheet despite the fact that the spacecraft is predicted to by almost 9 % from the neutral sheet.
The usual Zam increases can be seen beginning shortly after the substorm maxim.
Although previous work investigating the field across the neutral sheet bas involved looking at detailed measurements at the time of the crossing, the IMP 4 data suggests that siRdI information can be obtained farther I from the neutral sheet. This is reasonable when one considers that field lines are continuous and the flux crossing the equatorial plane must be closely related to that crossing a parallel plane somewhat displaced from the equatorial plane. Although changes in the orientation of the tail due to solar wind direction changes can certainly produce appreciable changes in the Z ., component at any instant of time (Speiser and Ness, 1967) they certainly do not obscure the tendency for Z ., to increase after substorms. This observed Z ., increase cannot be related to tail tipping since the northward increase is observed in both northern and southern hemispheres during virtually every well-defined substorm; whereas, tipping the tail will produce a southward change of ZsM in one hemisphere or the other.
Although substorms represent an important and dramatic component of auroral zone magnetic activity, they are seld= as isolated and welldefined as those of Figures 6 and 7 . Figure 8 illustrates a 7-hour period on March 2-3, 1.968 when moderate auroral zone activity is present but substorms are not in evidence. Typical of these periods is a substantial but variable northward ZOM conponw t. Since the spacecraft is near the neutral sheet region in Figure 8 the field is wean and directed quite northward. Although one might define the cat Change at 1:02 as the neutral sheet it is clear that -the field is substantially northward throughout this interval and it is only a relatively smell gY field component which is controlling the cp angle. With this type of data the selection of neutral sit crosses is not strai hforwaird. which accounts for some of the difficatiog in purer vork like that of motion 2.
The tail during a large disturbance is illustrated in Figure 9 Although part of this large Zsm component could reflect a tendency for northward field at large 'Ysm 1, enhanced Zsm components are also seen nearer the tail axis. Apparently during this extended quiet period the field was able to relax to a more dipolar state with more gradual field line curvature and more flux crossing the equatorial plane.
The very quiet period on February 14 is even more unique because of the occurrence of a small storm , sudden commencement at 12 :53 on this day t which was followed by only the smallest hint of a main phase type decrease I -12 -at a few observatories. Explorer 33 in the interplanetary medium measured an abrupt increase from 8 to lly which is typically associated with the sudden commencements (Taylor,1968) The results of Section 4 indicate that the configuration of the geomagnetic tail changes during substorms with the primary effect being that additional lines of force cross the equatorial plane in the inner tail region after the substorms. This supports the reconnection theories (Dungey, 1968; 1968b , Axford, 1967 Piddington, 1968x, 1968b Atkinson,1966) , whereby field lines going far into the tail or off into interplanetary space are converted into closed geomagnetic field lines. The results do not prove reconnection since it is possible that field lines that crossed the neutral sheet far back in the tail before the substorm simply contract until they have their crossing points much nearer the earth. In either case, the magnetic tail is in a lower energy state after the substorm and the results strongly suggest that energy is stored in the tail until its release during the substorm (Atki.nson,1966; Siscoe and Cummings, 1969) .
The contraction of previously extended field lines is probably a factor in the production of energetic particles associated with the substorms. Two configurations of the geomagnetic tail are depicted in Figures 12 and 13 which illustrate the narrow plasma shut with little flux crossing the equatorial plane appropriate to conditions just before a substorm ( Figure 12 ) and the expanded plasma sheet with enhanced flux crossing s the equatorial plane appropriate to conditions after the substorm or during quiet conditions ( Figure 13 ).
The creation of additional field lines crossing near the earth hab several consequences which help to explain other urements. The increase -14 -in Zsm is consistent with an expanding field-aligned plasma sheet as has been suggested by Hones et al. (1967 Hones et al. ( , 1968 Hones et al. ( , 1970 , Hones(19691 Rothwell and Wallington (1968) and Meng and Anderson (1970) . Energetic particles are able to exhibit bounce motion on the newly created field lines. As more closed lines are formed, the region of closed lines expands explaining the appearance of energetic particles near 18 RE , the "electron islands" further back in the tail (Anderson, 1965; Anderson and Ness, 1966; Meng and Anderson, 1970) and the poleward motion of trapped particle boundaries which are observed to increase their latitude to at least 760 after substorms (Rao, 1969; Lin et al., 1968; Fritz, 1968 Fritz, , 1970 . Fritz (10) speculated that the field did not control the high latitude cutoff of trapped particles since he found the boundary could vary on relatively quiet days but the example of Figure 10 shows that the tail can change its configuration even in association with very small disturbances.
The poleward expansion of the auroral arcs' and the equatorial electrojet during substorms (Akasofu et al., 1966) and the riometer absorption region (Jelly and Brice, 1967; Jelly, 1968) are other observations consistent with the magnetic field behavior. In this connection it is attractive to associate the northern boundary of aurora with the outer edge of the Plasma sheet and the last closed field line as suggested by Vasyliunas (1969) . '
The equatorial crossing points of field.lines can be estimated by extending the flux conservation analyeis (Fairfield,1968) to these quiet and post-substorm periods. In the earlier analysis for an average magnetosphere it was assume that the couponent of flux across the equatorial plane in the-midnight meridian used to 5Y at 15 RE in a manner such that the field line f 69° latitude crossed the equatorial flowing in the magnetosheath. In this manner an enhanced pressure produces t. y increase in the tail field observed before and during the early phases of a substorm (Lazarus et al., 1968) . Increase in the ambient solar wind pressure could also produce the observed increase but such an association between plasma parameters and substorms is not apparent in data reported to date (Gosling at al., 1967) In this manner energy is stored in the geomagnetic tail and conditions are sett fora substorn (Siscoe and Cummings,: pressure cannot be inferred from the magnetic field data alone, the similarity of the Pioneer 7 event discussed by Lazarus et e.1. (1968) suggests that such may be the case. Other important.processes which could be associated with the earthward motion of field lines involve particle acceleration and the generation of magnetospheric currents (Axford, 1969; Vasyliunas, 1970; Taylor, 1970) .
In the complete absence of substorms the magnetosphere appears to remain in a state similar 'to that attained after substorms with much flux crossing the equatorial plane at cislunar distances. The association of the outer boundary of closed field lines with the northern edge of the auroral oval is supported'by the results of Stringer and Belon (1967) who show that for Kp = O the occurrence of aurora maxInizes at latitudes above 70o. 
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